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Abstract

The media content market has been growing, as various types of content are being mass-produced owing to the recent

proliferation of the Internet and digital media. In addition, platforms that provide personalized services for content consumption

are emerging and competing with each other to recommend personalized content. Existing platforms use a method in which a

user directly inputs video metadata. Consequently, significant amounts of time and cost are consumed in processing large

amounts of data. In this study, keyframes and audio spectra based on the YCbCr color model of a movie trailer were extracted

for the automatic generation of metadata. The extracted audio spectra and image keyframes were used as learning data for genre

recognition in deep learning. Deep learning was implemented to determine genres among the video metadata, and suggestions

for utilization were proposed. A system that can automatically generate metadata established through the results of this study

will be helpful for studying recommendation systems for media super-personalization.

Index Terms: AI, Metadata, OTT, Keyframe, YCbCr

I. INTRODUCTION

With the proliferation of the Internet and digital technol-

ogy, media service platforms are increasingly storing large

amounts of media data and providing customized services

online. Metadata must be generated to recommend content

that suits an individual’s taste. The metadata of the generated

content are compared with the user information to provide a

personalized service. In addition, the media content market

is growing, as various types of content have been mass-pro-

duced recently owing to increased accessibility. Content is a

product whose diversity is constantly increasing, including

content produced by TV broadcasting producers and agen-

cies, original content produced by over-the-top (OTT) ser-

vices, and content posted on social networking services to

attract more users.

Users desire content that suits their taste, and competition

for the personalization of content recommendations on vari-

ous platforms has intensified. Netflix applies its own algo-

rithm that combines content-based filtering and collaborative

filtering technologies based on user interests and viewing

records [1]. YouTube also uses its own recommendation

algorithm based on deep neural networks [2].

High-quality metadata are required for an efficient recom-

mendation system. This is because ultrapersonalized custom-

ized services can be provided by matching individual data

based on high-quality metadata. Existing platforms use a

method in which a user directly inputs image metadata. Con-

sequently, significant amounts of time and cost are con-

sumed in processing large amounts of data.

The content consumed on most OTT platforms is films.

Thus, we intend to conduct this study based on movies that

are consumed frequently. First, to extract the genre metadata

of a movie, we intend to generate metadata automatically
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using video keyframes and music, which have a close rela-

tionship with the movie. The images of a movie can be

recalled by simply listening to the music played in the

movie. As such, music has the excellent function of express-

ing the characteristics of the movie and the emotions of the

scene [3].

Therefore, for super-personalized recommendation, we

analyzed the audio of movie trailers, extracted the keyframes

based on the YCbCr color model, and investigated the pro-

cess of distinguishing the genre of the movie by analyzing

the audio and keyframes of the video.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND METHODS

In this study, we examine the usability of metadata genera-

tion using the audio and video keyframes of movies.

First, we present the composition of the overall system and

extract keyframes and music from movie trailers.

In addition, we implement this method with artificial intel-

ligence for distinguishing genres by analyzing the keyframe

and audio of movie trailers and confirm the results.

A. Proposal of Video Metadata Extraction System

The flowchart and model design of the system for extract-

ing metadata are proposed. We propose a method for extract-

ing the genre of a movie into metadata. Audio and image

data are separated from the movie content, and metadata are

extracted from each dataset.

Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed system. To

learn the deep learning model, movie trailers are prepared

and separated into audio and image data. The separated

image data are used to extract a keyframe using the YCbCr

color model. Subsequently, a histogram of the keyframe is

generated, and the face recognition model recognizes the

face of the movie star to generate metadata about the movie

star. The voice is removed from the separated audio data,

leaving only the background music, and the audio spectrum

of each movie trailer is generated via a short-time Fourier

transform (STFT).

Audio spectra and keyframe histograms obtained through a

series of processes are stored as images and classified into

learning and evaluation data for deep learning. Subsequently,

metadata, such as genres, are extracted through deep learn-

ing and image classification and stored in a database.

In this study, to overcome the limitations of securing

movie data owing to film capacity and copyright problems,

we intend to analyze movie trailers and implement the pro-

posed method with artificial intelligence.

As shown in Table 1, trailers were prepared for four films

selected for each genre among comedy, action, horror, and

romance, and the video and audio data were separated and

used.

B. YCbCr Color Model Analysis for Keyframe 
Extraction

Analysis was performed using Python’s matrix or NumPy

for multidimensional array processing, OpenCV for image

processing, and the PeakUtils library for peak and data

detection.

YCbCr is a type of linear color space, where Y represents

the luminance component and Cb and Cr represent the con-

centration offset components of red and blue, respectively.

RGB can be converted to YCbCr using the following equa-

tion [4]:

(1)

The process of extracting the keyframe from an image is

illustrated in Fig. 2. The RGB color model was converted

Y 0.299R= 0.587G 0.114B+ +

CR 0.212R= 0.523G– 0.311B–

Cb 0.596R= 0.272G– 0.321B–

Table 1. Classification of the genres of the movie trailers used

Genre Trailer 1 Trailer 2 Trailer 3 Trailer 4

Comedy Extreme Job
Honest 

Candidate
Ms. Wife

The Secret 

Zoo

Action
Godzilla: King of 

the Monsters
Ashfall Transformers Iron Mask

Horror The Nun Us

Gonjiam: 

Haunted 

Asylum

0.0 MHz

Romance Carol Notting Hill Once
The Beauty 

Inside

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the video metadata extraction system
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into a YCbCr color model and the Y, Cb, and Cr color

spaces were separated to measure the degree of change.

When the degree of change was in the peak state (high

state), it was determined that the image was a keyframe

image, such as scene conversion, and the keyframe at this

time was obtained.

As shown in Table 2, the genre of the movie was classified

into comedy, action, horror, and romance. Four representa-

tive movie trailers of each genre were selected, and the video

and audio data were separated. Additionally, the RGB color

model was converted into a YCbCr color model in the sepa-

Fig. 2. Image keyframe extraction process

Table 2. Movie genre classification and the number of frames extracted

Genre Movie trailer 
Number of keyframes extracted 

from movie trailer

Action

Action-A 233

Action-B 215

Action-C 231

Action-D 309

Comedy

Comedy-A 118

Comedy-B 110

Comedy-C 67

Comedy-D 63

Horror

Horror-A 50

Horror-B 152

Horror-C 125

Horror-D 92

Romance

Romance-A 172

Romance-B 177

Romance-C 111

Romance-D 53

Fig. 3. Histograms by movie genre
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rated image. A keyframe for each movie trailer was gener-

ated through the converted YCbCr color space change

diagram and stored as an image. Subsequently, 50 keyframes

for each movie trailer were extracted randomly. Subse-

quently, classification by category was performed to process

the deep-learning data.

Fig. 3 shows a random selection of histogram images of

the Y values extracted using the YCbCr color space. Differ-

ences in the histogram may be observed for each movie;

however, the histogram derived for each genre had distinct

characteristics.

It was expected that, if the histogram image extracted

through the YCbCr color model is applied to artificial intelli-

gence, genres can be distinguished based on their character-

istics. We attempted to verify the results by implementing

this method with artificial intelligence.

C. Artificial Intelligence Application of extracted 
YCbCr Histogram

As shown in Fig. 4, based on the results of the YCbCr

color model, the histograms were applied to convolutional

neural networks (CNNs) and logistic regression models to

confirm the classification results by genre.

VGG-16 [5], which consists of 16 layers for image classi-

fication, was applied, and rectified linear unit (ReLU) was

used as the activation function.

D. Audio Analysis of Movie Music

As shown in Fig. 5, audio data extracted from the movie

trailers were analyzed to observe the change in the frequency

components over time using the STFT [6,7]. The results of

this analysis were obtained as spectral images.

The spectral images obtained as a result of audio analysis

were classified into learning data by genre, and transfer

learning was performed using the ResNet34 [8] deep learn-

ing model.

III. RESULTS

A. Results of Artificial Intelligence Application 
through YCbCr Analysis

As shown in Table 3, it was confirmed that the comedy,

action, horror, and romance images were classified using the

confusion matrix. In the case of horror and romance, poor

classification was observed.

The accuracy and precision were 88.9 and 69.5%, respec-

tively. This result is attributed to the fact that the amount of

learning data was relatively small. Accordingly, in future

studies, higher accuracy can be achieved if the problem of

learning data is addressed. If the keyframes of the movie

trailers are extracted to distinguish the genre of the movie,

metadata for the genre can be automatically generated.

B. Results of Artificial Intelligence Application 
through Audio Analysis

For audio signal processing, the STFT was used to analyze

the changes in the frequency components over time. The

STFT can analyze both time-frequency regions compared

with the commonly used fast Fourier transform, resulting in

genre-specific background music spectrogram images, as

shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Transfer learning was performed because there was a lim-

itation in the preprocessing of the learning data to acquire

spectrograms for movie content and generate an artificial

neural network model. Transfer learning was performed

using the ResNet34 artificial neural network model, which

increased the accuracy to 34 layers by adding a convolution

layer to the VGG-19 structure as a skeleton.

Fig. 8 shows the results of the learning data placement for

the audio spectrum.

Consequently, it was confirmed that audio spectrum

images were well classified according to the genres of

Table 3. Results of the confusion matrix

Predicted

Comedy Action Horror Romance Total

Comedy 559 11 66 44 680

Action 50 437 126 57 670

Horror 47 92 448 100 687

Romance 43 72 128 440 683

Total 699 612 768 641 2,720

Fig. 4. Implementation of the keyframe analysis with artificial intelligence

Fig. 5. Audio analysis and artificial intelligence application 
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action, horror, romance, and comedy.

Fig. 9 shows the evaluation results of the audio spectrum

of the horror genre.

The accuracy was 100%, and the loss value was 0.2713.

The high accuracy indicates that the learning data intended

to distinguish genres based on the audio spectra were prop-

erly recognized and classified. These results confirm that

artificial intelligence can distinguish genres using back-

ground audio in movies. Table 4 shows the results of evalua-

tion of learning for all the genres.

Thus, metadata for a genre can be automatically generated

if the genre is classified.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Recently, as content has been increasingly mass-produced

owing to improved accessibility, the media content market

has become more active, and various platforms are actively

conducting research on individual metadata and personalized

services to satisfy consumers’ needs. This paper proposes a

method for automatically generating metadata through artifi-

cial intelligence, instead of humans directly inputting meta-

data. First, the keyframes of images were extracted through

the YCbCr color model. A histogram image was generated

based on the Y value of the extracted keyframe images.

There was a difference in the change in the Y value by

genre. Then, metadata were automatically generated by

implementing the proposed method with CNNs and logistic

regression models.

Second, it was confirmed that the STFT spectral images

for each genre were extracted through the audio analysis of

Fig. 6. Spectrogram of background audio for the horror movie trailers

Fig. 7. Spectrogram of background audio for the romance trailers 

Fig. 8. Visualizing the placement of learning data

Fig. 9. Testing results

Table 4. Test data prediction and evaluation results

Training Class Test Data
Evaluation

Prediction Loss Accuracy

Action

Godzilla

Action
Iron

Mask
Action 0.24 100%Ashfall

Transformers

Comedy

Extreme Job

Comedy
Secret 

Zoo
Comedy 0.24 100%

Ms. Wife

Honest

Candidate

Romance

Notting Hill

Romance Carol Romance 0.27 100%
The Beauty

Inside

Once

Horror

0.0 MHz

Horror
The

Nun
Horror 0.22 100%Gonjiam

Us
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the movie and applied to the ResNet34 model, resulting in a

high accuracy for classification and evaluation after learning.

Thus, artificial intelligence was used to generate metadata

automatically. Thus, artificial intelligence can automatically

generate metadata based on movie elements by using movie

keyframes and audio.

In future studies, the type and amount of learning data

need to be expanded, and the accuracy of artificial intelli-

gence needs to be improved by extracting the characteristics

of keyframe images using not only Y values but also Cr and

Cb values. If a system is established to generate metadata

automatically through future studies, a recommendation sys-

tem for media super-personalization can be further devel-

oped.
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